Ref No.: GTU/ITAP/Placement/ 07

Date: 27-12-2019
CIRCULAR

Campus Placement Drive for AMW Motors Ltd.
GTU ITAP is organizing campus drive for students for these required details are as follows:
About Company:

AMW Motors Ltd. (AMW) is one of India's leading HCV manufacturer offering transport
solutions for a new competitive age in India's fast-growing economy.
AMW's product range covers the full range of heavy-duty applications in mining, construction, power,
petroleum, roads and highways, other infrastructure projects and general cargo transportation.
The company's manufacturing facility in Bhuj, Western India is spread over 2 million sq. meters and
produces vehicles for a wide range of civilian and defence applications. AMW has invested over Rs20
billion in the plant and has a capacity to produce 50,000 vehicles. In addition, AMW makes tipper
bodies, trailers and other fully built vehicles at plant.
The state-of-art manufacturing includes assembly, axles and drivelines, frame shop and automated cab
painting facilities. All AMW vehicles undergo stringent testing at comprehensive testing facilities.
AMW's vehicles are exported to the SAARC nations including Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and
Myanmar.
Vision of the Company:
AMW's vision rests on three pillars providing world-class quality, delivering on time and maximizing
the economic advantage of large scale.
Company Name: AMW Motors Ltd.
We have requirement of Diploma in Mechanical at AMW Auto-component Ltd, Bhuj for our Production
and Maintenance Department
The positions shall be based at AMW Motors Ltd, Bhuj in Gujarat. The selected candidates will be paid
the remuneration as below:
1st Year

Rs. 1,74,000

2nd Year

Rs. 2,06,000

Their performance will be evaluated twice a year at the end of six months and the training period shall
remain continue provided your performance and behavior remain consistent as per the set norms

otherwise your training period may be extended or terminated. After two year of successful training
period, the company may absorb you only in case there is a suitable vacancy but there is no commitment.
Last Date of Registration: 5-01-20
Registration Link: https://forms.gle/X6q31k6g7tgDAUU3A

For any Query contact on,
ITAP (Integrated Training & Placement)
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07923267550/582
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-SdI/C ITAP Head

